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Abstract— Companies face increasing challenges in research
due to a constant changing international competitive
environment as well as a high innovation pressure. To be
competitive companies need to cooperate and innovate together
in research networks. However, these networks can fail. This
observation can be reduced on insecurities concerning
management tasks, missing competence management, increasing
number of members and thereby increasing organizational
complexity. Consequentially, an organizational framework is
needed as a guideline addressing processes, roles, tools and rules
within research networks. Goal of this paper is therefore to
describe and structure the elements of a governance framework
for research networks.
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I.
INTRODUCTION
Companies face increasing challenges in research due to a
constant changing international competitive environment,
shortened product life cycles, increasing individualization of
demand-related behavior, as well as a high innovation pressure
[1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7]. To be competitive under these
conditions, companies need to innovate concerning product-,
process-, and material-technologies [8] [9] [10] [11] [12]. The
increasing complexity of technologies impede the attempt of
being competitive since high investments come along with
high risks [1]. Germany as a high-wage country depends on
innovative products as its’ competitive advantage [5] [13]. An
extension of competencies outside of the core competencies is
often not reasonable [14] [15]. Consequential, especially
German companies focus on their main competencies and
collaborate in networks [1] [16] [17] [18]. To manage the
complexity and interdisciplinary nature of technologies,
companies enter research cooperations [13] [19] [11].
Additionally, reasons like sharing risks, achieving synergy
effects, accelerating the innovation process as well as creation
of new business units drive companies into cooperations [13]
[7]. Meanwhile research institutes aim to develop external
funds and new fields of research [20].
However studies show many of these research cooperations
and networks fail during their execution period and before
achieving their set goals [10] [19] [21]. Failing is even more
likely than succeeding [22] [23]. This observation can be
reduced on interorganizational rivalries, insecurities
concerning management tasks, missing competence
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management, increasing number of members and thereby
increasing organizational complexity [10] [24] [11] [14] [25].
Another problem is opportunistic behavior, which means that
partners take advantages of the network without contributing
or sharing resources themselves [14] [26] [27] [28] [29].
Consequentially, an organizational framework is needed as a
guideline for managers to help overcome these problems of
research networks [30].
II.

CHARACTERIZATION OF RESEARCH
COOPERATION
The wide variety of cooperation forms and their frequent
treatment in literature illustrate the relevance of the addressed
topic. In practice one can rarely differentiate between
cooperation forms [31].
For research cooperation the main focus lays on research and
development [1] [32] [18]. This form of cooperation takes
place in an early stage of value creation [32]. Due to this selffinancing the network is independent on choosing projects and
setting priorities. Interorganizational cooperation between
companies and research institutes are called diagonal because
the cooperation is no direct part of the company´s value chain
[33] [32]. The number of partners has a great impact on the
organizational
and
administrative
effort.
The
interorganizational research cooperation is supposed to have
10 to 100 partners. Due to the international background of
network partners face-to-face contact is not economical and
communication needs to be supported by media tools [34]
[35]. Furthermore, the partners are bounded to the network by
contracts [25] [1]. The research cooperation is designed for
long-term collaboration as 35% of all networks are [1]. With
the pool of potential partners for dynamic cooperations the
network is able to work efficient and effective on selected
projects [14] [36] [1] [37] [33] [32]. An efficient network
organization is of great importance and one of the main
requirements for companies to participate in a cooperation
[38]. Furthermore, a focal entity is recommended for
coordinating processes in the research cooperations similar to
the virtual company [14] [10] [39].
Complexity, uncertainty and high dynamics describe the
environment in which companies are interacting today which
is why they are required to focus on flexibility, efficiency and
effectiveness [27]. Only a dynamic and adoptable
organizational structure is able to form a framework in which
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III.
LITERATURE REVIEW
The failing of cooperations can be reduced on uncertainties
in the organization of networks [10] [19] [21] [25]. In practice
the long term orientation of resources concerning the network
goals is missing. There is no holistic model in literature which
helps officials to identify required processes, roles, tools and
rules to achieve the network goals. Therefore, single
approaches need to be identified and combined to form this
needed model. The interdisciplinary nature of this task leads to
different literature resources. Literature dealing with
organizational structures of networks is relevant as well as
literature concerning management of companies and
cooperations, dealing with network constitutions or used tools
for operating networks. In the following different literature
shall be analyzed to build the foundation for the holistic
model.
The existing literature concentrates on the establishment of
cooperations and not on their operation. Therefore, guidelines
on how to operate research cooperations are missing. By
identifying required elements in the four fields – processes,
roles, tools and rules – the foundation of governance
framework for interorganizational research cooperations shall
be constituted. For an effective and efficient operation one
need to allocate required processes to their responsible roles as
well as identify needed tools and rules.
The above mentioned four fields can be derived from
different approaches in literature. One approach is the virtual
company by SCHUH, MILLARG and WEGEHAUPT. The
introduced principles obtain the definition of roles, processes,
rules for cooperation as well as supporting infrastructure [14]
[36] [36]. Another approach can be found in literature of
business administration. Tasks, authorities, tools and
information are called the four organization elements [45].
SYDOW identifies the selection of partners, the allocation of
tasks, resources and responsibilities, the regulation of
cooperation as well as the evaluation of the network as four
central functions of interorganizational network management
[11].
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Rules

Tools

Figure 1 provides an overview of the different approaches in
existing literature.
Roles

defined objectives can be achieved [7]. On the one hand the
organization needs to ensure rapid action and on the other
hand limit the action and decision area of network partners
[37]. Meanwhile focus is not only on innovations concerning
products, production techniques and materials but also on
organizational innovation. Those can increase the speed of
action, raise the adaptability and slow the decrease of the
indirect investments [37]. The field of tension between the
target figures efficiency on the one hand and flexibility on the
other hand is called organizational ambidexterity [40] [41].
Especially research cooperations require a constant renewal of
the organizational structure [10] [42] [43] [44].
As mentioned initially, the special character of
interorganizational research cooperations requires a certain
form and freedom of organization. Due to this fact and the
growing number of cooperations and networks, a framework
needs to be developed to enable managers to provide
guidance.

Processes
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Virtual Company [SCHU04, SCHU98]

 



Business Administration [BACH12]

  

Network Management [SYDO07]

   

Figure 1: Derivation and validation of the four fields of the organizational
framework

SYDOW has been concentrating on the management and
governance of networks in many of his works [11] [46] [28]
[47]. In an anthology SYDOW introduces four central
management tasks of interorganizational networks. Nominal
these are the selection of network members, the allocation of
tasks, resources and responsibilities within the network, the
regulation of the cooperation as well as the evaluation of the
joint activities, single relationships between members and of
the network as a hole [11]. As illustrated before these four
tasks correspond to the elements which are building the
governance framework of interorganizational research
cooperations. The allocation of tasks, resources and
responsibilities, as well as the regulation of the cooperation
are of special interest for the governance framework. Although
SYDOW identified the four central tasks, he is missing a
detailed approach upon these. His declared objectives are new
management, evaluation and optimization approaches instead
of the effective and efficient operation of the corporate
network itself.
ORTIZ refers to the four central aspects – selection,
allocation, regulation and evaluation – while examining the
special cooperation relationship between corporates and
universities. His focus is on local associations and the positive
effects of geographical proximity of network members for
production- and innovation-orientated cooperations [20].
While ORTIZ speaks of positive effects throughout the whole
network, concentrating on the interorganizational research
cooperations there are positive effects concerning a centralized
management. By centralizing the management an
intensification and personalization of the coordination
between responsible managers is achieved which leads to a
more dynamic leadership [20]. These insights are used to
build the organizational structure of the research cooperations.
In an anthology published by ZENTES, OESTERLE is
concerned about the management of cooperations and divides
it into different phases. Of special interest for the governance
framework is the phase “Management of ongoing
cooperations” where he stresses the importance of trust within
a successful cooperation [31]. However, despite the awareness
of the importance of trust, OESTERLE does not work out many
more important factors for the ongoing management of
cooperations.
SCHEER ET AL. meanwhile deal with the development of the
business environment and its influence on networks and
cooperations. They concentrate thereby on the influence of
new information and communication technology. The authors
see big potentials in the increase of speed and flexibility, as
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well as the reduction of transaction costs [31]. They are
closing up with a summary of relevant skills for cooperation
success under the term “network capabilities”. These skills not
only consider the usage of modern information systems for
connectivity and transparency, but furthermore a flexible
organizational structure of the corporates and a modular
process build up [31]. The insights created by SCHEER ET AL.
concerning the usage of new ICT are used to define needed
tools to operate research cooperations successfully.
Furthermore, a flexible organizational structure emphasizes
their importance for an effective and efficient cooperation.
Nonetheless both aspects need a more detailed view to be
implemented in the actual process of cooperation governance.
The virtual company approach by SCHUH and MILLARG is a
modern organizational form in which small- and mediumsized enterprises build horizontal value networks [36]. The
concept is a role model for the organization of research
cooperations and characterized by its pool of partners which
participate in dynamic founded project networks. One of the
main differences between those two networks is the
appearance on the market. While the virtual company strives a
joint market appearance to place their products and services,
the research cooperation doesn’t place their products and
services on the market at all. The market appearance of the
research cooperations serves only the purpose of partnership
acquisition. In their joint publication SCHUH and WEGEHAUPT
analyze the results of established virtual companies and
acknowledge the importance of a focal authority [36] [19].
SCHUH supports this opinion as well in the anthology
published by STANOEVSKA, in which the tasks of the focal
authority are explained in more detail [39].
In his work NOLLAU adapts the organizational structure
characteristics of the virtual company [10]. On the basis of
existing literature and six case studies he develops a method
for order development of technologies, which is based on a
virtual form of organization. Its goals are increasing the
efficiency without restricting the creativity. His work
concerning the development of a process and allocation of
tasks towards pool members can be used in further
proceedings of creating a governance of interorganizational
research cooperations. Furthermore, his insights on tools for
control and managing an organization are of value for this
work.
A merger of more than 20 scientists and practitioners for
over four years resulted in the publication of the anthology by
GLÜCKLER ET AL. In the course of the research study the
authors concentrated on the structure and governance of
cooperations between small- and medium-sized companies
concerning an efficient innovation process. By analyzing more
than 200 corporate networks standardization was identified as
one of the key factors concerning the success of innovations.
Formalized rules and defined processes help using existing
resources more efficiently [25]. Furthermore, the study shows
that centralization has neither good nor bad influence on the
innovative capability [25]. However it is shown that
centralization of decision making processes in one focal
authority or “hub-corporate” leads to a more stable network
[25]. The authors see the tasks of this focal entity, besides
others, in providing the network framework, containing the set
of rules and control of their compliance, as well as the steering

of information [25]. Although GLÜCKLER ET AL. deal with the
management of roles inside the network on micro-level
(player focused perspective) and the macro-level (network
perspective), an explicit definition of roles and their allocation
to tasks is missing. Instead GLÜCKLER ET AL. concentrate on
tactics and methods to manage single players or groups [25].
To counteract on the disadvantages resulting of the missing
face-to-face interaction, the authors propose the visibility
strategy. By this strategy decision-makers are obliged to show
a strong presence within the network to be recognized and
acknowledged in their roles as decision-makers [25]. This
prevents the members of networks of not knowing each other
or the other ones role in the network [25].
WOHLGEMUTH focuses on the coordination of
interorganizational cooperations and their management tools.
In his sight the above mentioned high failure rate of
cooperations and the fall short on expectations, are results of
missing coordination and management tools. He divides the
structure management into four fields – creation of a network
constitution, evaluation of the network success, coordination
of collective strategies and selection of network partners [48].
Meanwhile
SCHULTE-GEHRMANN
focuses
in
her
elaborations on roles in the technology management and the
requirements placed upon them [49] [50] [51]. Her work on
roles, tasks and processes are used to build the governance
framework for interorganizational research cooperations.
Since she focuses especially on technology management the
insights can’t be used without changes concerning the
requirements of the present problem.
BAUMANN works out a business model for innovation
cluster. From his point of view the definition of roles,
determination of their competencies, rights and duties are
essential for the success of the network [13]. However, he is
also missing a detailed draft on the explicit components. His
classification of roles into intern and extern players as well as
the necessity of a network conductor are not detailed enough
to provide a governance for the research cooperations.
Figure 2 shows the obtained insights and deficits from
analyzing the existing literature.
The high amount of literature concerning networks,
cooperations as well as the range of studies concerning
organizational structures underlines the importance of the
addressed issue. This chapter introduced isolated approaches
on the identified four fields. While some approaches are
detailed and can be transferred on research cooperations,
others need to be more specified and adapted. For example,
NOLLAU’s work on a set of rules and network constitution are
detailed while identified roles need to be worked on.
Furthermore, a needed linkage between the four fields is
missing, which will be approached in this paper. For an
efficient and effective management of research cooperations a
holistic and systematic framework needs to be defined.
Insights

Deficits

• Highly relevant issue
• Isolated approaches to breakdown the
organizational structure of cooperations
• Isolated approaches concerning required
roles
• Set of rules for networks and cooperations

• No detailed and generally accepted design
elements to organize the efficient
operation of roles and processes in
networks
• Missing connection between roles and
processes
• No holistic and systematic regulatory
framework

Figure 2: Identified insights and deficits in analyzed literature
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Management

THE ORGANIZATIONAL FRAMEWORK FOR
OPERATING RESEARCH NETWORKS
The framework consists of the four fields: processes, roles,
rules and tools, see Figure 3.

Rules

Projects

Partners

Resources

IV.

§§

§




€
€€

Figure 5: Objects for process identification

Two of the main success factors are similar to the virtual
company the network partners and resources [36].
Consequently, they are of special interest for identifying
required processes. One of the characteristics of research
cooperations are the dynamic founded project-networks. This
particularly organizational- and process-structure requires
certain processes to work efficiently, which need to be defined
[54]. Furthermore, important objects for identifying processes
are management and rules which need to be looked at.
Figure 3: Governance framework of research networks

The definition and further detailing will be done isolated
before the elements are linked to each other.
A. Processes
The required processes are derived from existing approaches
in literature as well as the identified characteristics of the
interorganizational research cooperations concerning their
organizational- and process-structure. In the following the
processes will be analyzed in-depth and structured
subsequently under an object-orientated point of view. The
processes will be grouped into management-, business- and
supporting-processes as they have been in many works [45]
[11] [14] [36]. Within this rough structure the processes will
be differentiated more precisely comparable to the St. Gallen
Management Model used by RUEEGG-STURM [52], see
Figure 4.
A process can be interpreted differently depending on the
context. In the following a process shall be understand as an
aggregation of self-contained activities in a certain
chronology, which transform input into output [45] [2] [3]
[52] [53] [4]. The defined objects under which the process will
be looked at are the management, rules, projects, partners,
resources, see Figure 5.
Research cooperation processes
I.

Management processes

Normative orientation

Strategic development

Operative management

II.

Business processes

Value-added processes

III.

Supporting processes

Partners

Resources

Projects

Rules

Figure 4: Processes of research cooperations [52]
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Management processes
As networks in a knowledge-intensive segment, research
cooperations need leadership as well as management processes
[55] [10]. Similar to BACH, who orientates himself at the
works of BLEICHER [56], BEER [57] and ULRICH [58], the
management processes are divided into normative, strategic
and operative processes. The normative management forms
the foundation for strategic development- and operative
management-processes by defining goals, visions and
principles for the entire network [45].
Based on this, foundation strategies are developed and
organizational structures are built. The right structures and
network strategies are of great importance for the success of
the research cooperations [45] [25] [59]. Within strategies the
network chooses a direction to work in and weights the
distribution of resources [45] [52] [59]. The operative
management meanwhile acts within the given framework of
strategies and distributes available resources to where they are
needed to achieve the defined goals [45]. The main tasks of
operative management are personnel and process
management, as well as finance and quality processes [52].
While the strategic management is responsible for long-term
strategies the operative management is working on short-term
strategies.
Regulation process
The empirical study of GLUECKLER ET AL. shows an
increase of efficiency for networks if they operate on basis of
a set of rules [25]. SCHUH and MILLARG, BAUMANN and
NOLLAU also believe that a set of rules is required to handle
the business processes [10] [13] [36]. This network
constitution forms the framework on which every network
member can refer to enforce rights and duties. The regulation
process contains the development and the enforcement of
formal and informal network rules. These rules regulate
amongst others conflict management, intellectual property
rights, rights and duties of network members, conditions of
admission, quality standards and a code of conduct [25] [36]
[48] [11].
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Project processes
Arising processes concerning the projects are the
acquisition, execution and completion of projects. First the
cooperation has to identify potential fields of interests, define
projects and evaluate them. For this the interorganizational
research cooperation can fall back on the combined
knowledge of prestigious universities, research institutes and
experienced companies. Furthermore, the cooperation needs to
assess if they have the required resources [13]. For the project
execution partner need to be chosen from the pool to supply
needed knowledge, resources and manpower [10] [36].
Milestones are defined, tasks are distributed, and the
proceeding is documented. Within the process of project
completion the defined goals are compared to the
achievements and further proceedings are determined.
Partner processes
Many authors see the selection and acquisition of the right
network members as the foundation of a successful network
[26] [43] [48]. The partner acquisition is a steady process
within the network which enables the cooperation to adapt to a
changing environment by expanding its own competencies.
This acquisition process takes place under defined criteria and
requirements which have been dealt with in wide range of
literature [10] [60] [26] [1] [19] [36] [27]. A detailed draft on
these criteria can be found in MICHEL’S work [1]. The
acquisition process of the research cooperation is orientated
towards the process in the virtual company [36]. More partner
focused processes concern the development of members and
conflict management. Against the background of a constantly
changing environment and competition the development of the
partner skills become one of the main success factors for
cooperations [2] [27] [36]. Continuing training objectives can
aim at the technical knowledge as well as the organizational or
social skills [59]. To be efficient coordinators need to know
about the individual competencies and capacities of each
partner concerning their technical knowledge and their
organizational skills [10] [59] [19] [43]. Therefore it is
recommended to develop partner profiles [10] [19]. These
profiles are used to identify the best combination of partners to
form a dynamic project network and achieve the defined goals
[19] [36] [43]. Furthermore, coordinators need to be able to
prevent and resolve conflicts. Often conflicts lead to
opportunistic behavior, deterioration of the flow of
information and communication relations [59]. To solve
conflicts those responsible can fall back on tools and methods
which are defined in the network constitution [26] [10].
Resource processes
In their empirical study GLUECKLER ET AL. show that 79%
of companies and research institutes participate in
cooperations and networks to use joint knowledge,
competencies and capacities [25]. Those joint resources need
an acquisition, development and allocation process. Within the
acquisition the network identifies required resources to
achieve defined goals and follow network strategy. To gain
new resources there are two possible ways either the
mentioned development of existing partners (internal
resources) or the integration of new partners (external
resources). New resources, no matter how they are generated,
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need to be integrated into the network by inclusion into the
partner profiles [60] [11] [11]. The information is used to
select projects as well as new partners [10] [25] [36]. The
allocation process contains maintenance, provision and
protection of network resources. IT- and communication
infrastructure, machines, buildings, and research facilities
need to be build up and maintained [45] [36]. The protection
of network knowledge and skills needs to be effective against
free riders internally and other external parties [1] [36]. Free
riders are network partner who don’t contribute to the network
knowledge but try to retrieve resources from the network. An
overview of methods and procedures to protect resources are
listed in the “Technology management” by SCHUH [8].
B. Roles
The term “role” is often put on the same level as a job or
position but needs to be separated from those understandings.
In the following “a role is a bundle of normative, formal and
informal behavioral expectations of reference roles at the role
holder, who finds himself in a certain position with defined
tasks and functions which he interprets in his own manner”
[61]. A role thereby can be hold and fulfilled by one or more
persons or institutions the same way one person can hold more
than one role. The number of persons fulfilling a role depend
on the amount of work and need to be adjusted occasionally
[49] [50] [51].
For this approach of a network framework roles are
differentiated into formal and informal roles. Formal roles are
agreed and defined by contract and fulfill a certain service in
the network while informal roles are socio-technical roles.
This distinction can be clarified with an example, see Figure 6.
While the network manager contributes to the network
steering he carries out the informal role of the coordinator and
his tasks. Working on the strategy selection the network
manager participates in the role of the decider, since he is
selecting the strategy proposed by the strategist and the expert.
In the following the informal as well as the formal roles of the
research cooperation are introduced.
Formal roles…

…working on the
process…

…as the informal role
of the…
Coordinator

Network manager

Network steering

Decider

Strategy
selection





Figure 6: Distinction between formal and informal network roles

1) Informal roles
For the efficient operation of the research cooperations
certain socio-technical roles need to be carried out. These
informal roles are derived from different works in literature,
see Figure 7.
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Schulte-Gehrmann [GEHR13]

   

Schwartz et al. [SCHW15]

  

Spitz [SPIT05]

 

Normative management

 

Strategy development

 

By analyzing existing approaches for defining roles in
networks and cooperations four informal roles could be
derived for the interorganizational research cooperations.
These are the strategist, the decider, the coordinator and the
expert, see Figure 8.
Decider

Coordinator

Project acquisition

 

Project completion

 



Partner acquisition

 



Partner development



The requirements of formal roles are derived from the
defined informal roles, as they have to be able to plan their
proceeding actions, make decisions, select from opportunities
and coordinate their action. The foundations of planning and
decision processes are built by the expert knowledge.
The strategist as well as the decider participate in the
normative management and the strategy development process.
Additionally, for the strategy development process an expert is
consulted to contribute his technical knowledge. The operative
management is meanwhile handled by deciders and
coordinators.
All four informal roles contribute to the regulation process.
Experts are consulting concerning intellectual property rights,
deciders and strategists determine final regulation and
coordinators ensure a smooth operation and the enforcement
of the rules.
For project acquisition as well as the project completion
strategists, deciders and experts are needed, while the
execution calls for the additional skillset of a coordinator.
On the one hand the partner related processes need a
strategist who is responsible for the acquisition of new
members and the planning of their individual development in
the network. On the other hand, the final decision, who to
include in the network and who not to, requires deciders.
Experts are needed to evaluate potential new members and
coordinators are participating in the process of conflict
management.
Since research cooperations are designed to be long-term
networks, strategists are called in together with deciders and
experts to acquire resources. Coordinators contribute
meanwhile in the distribution of resources.
The single involvement of informal roles in the above
identified processes is shown in Figure 9.
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Resource allocation

Management processes

Regulation process



  

Project execution

Resource acquisition

Figure 8: Identified informal roles for research cooperations

Expert

   

Expert





Coordinator

Regulation process

Conflict management

Strategist



 

Operative management

Figure 7: Approaches for informal roles in literature
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Project processes

Partner processes

 
 



  

Resource processes

Figure 9: Linkage between informal roles and processes

2) Formal roles
Formal roles of the research cooperation fulfilling a certain
service in network are derived from defined roles of the virtual
company under consideration of the four identified objects and
further literature [62] [35]. By that, six roles have been
identified for the operation of research cooperations.
Network manager
The network manager is central coordinator and responsible
within the network. He is project manager of the entire
network and subsequently his tasks are associated with the
ones of a project manager [42]. The necessity of a focal
coordinator is accepted in literature and proven by NOLLAU in
his case studies [10] [19] [42] [14] [39]. GLUECKLER ET AL.
identify three main tasks for the network manager which are
the mobility of knowledge, design of the network constitution
and the securing of network stability [25].
Project manager
Tasks of the project manager are the execution planning of
projects, arrange of tasks, competencies, resources and
responsible partners [63] [64] [59] [65] [36] [66]. He
coordinates and controls internal activities, is a leading figure,
and is the responsible contact person for project members
[43]. His required skills obtain among others empathy,
intuition, and he needs to be able to take a position and
convince others. Furthermore, he should be acting in an
integrating way and not be polarizing [2]. Additionally, he is
equipped with the needed decision-making power to solve
conflicts and determine further proceedings [59]. In the
planning process he defines milestones, required performances
as well as resources. Besides the above mentioned part in
conflict management his activities in the project execution
processes include risk analysis as well [59] [36]. He aligns the
individual interests along with the defined project and
cooperation goals using means of incentive and sanctions
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Normative management



Strategy development



Resource manager
The task portfolio of the resource manager obtains the
development, maintenance and provision of network resources
and infrastructure [48] [67] [48]. Because of missing personal
contact amongst the network partner due to geographical
distances, modern communication and information technology
is of great importance. The resource manager provides
importance service to the network by integrating and
maintaining the medial infrastructure [1] [52] [61]. Through
his contribution he enables the network to work international.
In-/Outsourcing manager
The role of in-/outsourcing manager is derived of the virtual
company by SCHUH and MILLARG as well as the “boundary
spanners” by WOHLGEMUTH [36] [48]. Each company,
institute or university needs to declare an official contact
person for network intern communication who knows about its
competencies and capacities. He is representative for and
mediator between network partners and his own colleagues.
By this role the participation of each network partner shall be
guaranteed [55].
Figure 10 shows the involvement of the above identified and
described formal roles in the identified processes.

Management
processes

Resource manager

Partner manager

 
   

Operative management

Regulation process

     

Project acquisition

 



Project
processes

  

Partner
processes

Project completion

    

Partner acquisition



 

Partner development

  

Conflict management
Resource acquisition
Resource allocation

Regulation
process

  

  

Project execution

Partner manager
To his tasks belong, among others, the acquisition of new
members, the creation of partner profiles and the integration of
different company cultures into the network culture [10] [20]
[36]. He as well aligns the individual interests along the
network goals using the incentive and sanctions mechanisms.
Moreover he deals with trust building and staff motivation
[36] [29].

In-/Outsourcing manager

Auditor
Similar to the virtual company the auditor is in charge of the
control over the compliance of network constitution [36].
Moreover, in the research cooperation he is responsible for the
constant renewal of the constitution as not all regulations can
be made ex ante [60] [13] [27]. Additionally, the auditor is
responsible for documentation and analysis of project results
[36].

Network manager

mechanisms [29]. He also can obtain technical knowledge but
the main focus of his skillset is set on organizational skills.
Last but not least he is in charge of the time-, personal- and
cost-structure of the project [43].

Auditor
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Resource
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Figure 10: Linkage between formal roles and processes

C. Rules
The third field of the governance framework for
interorganizational research cooperations comprises the
management structure, elaborations and procedures for joint
targeting, network contracts, code of conduct and regulations
concerning the network culture. Rights, duties and
standardized processes are manifested which is why it is the
central instrument for the cooperation [60]. It provides the
players within the network with the needed stability and
security for interacting without distrust or fear [1] [1] [25]
[68]. The set of rules serve anchoring the organizational- and
process-structure of the network [10]. Figure 11 gives an
overview over the content of the third field of the framework.
The network constitution consists of elaborations concerning
the management structure and the joint targeting (organ
constitution) as well as a general code of conduct and rules for
dynamic projects (cooperation constitution). Furthermore, the
field contains standardized network contracts as well as
specifications of the network culture.
Management structure
Within the rules the management structure is determined. It
comprises the roles to be staffed as well as the linkage to their
tasks and responsibilities, as shown in Figure 9 and Figure 10
[10]. Thus, all network members are informed about their own
and the roles of others within the network.
Joint targeting
The joint targeting of the network is of great importance for
the network being successful. It is formed by the network
manager in the normative management process and applied by
project and partner manager in the strategy development and
operative management. NOLLAU proposes to manifest a
certain process design for the joint targeting field [10]. This
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Network contracts
Against the background of joint research and an highly
competitive industry, network contracts are needed [25] [1].
Contracts regulate the rights and duties of network members
concerning resources and services [29]. Since the contracts are
important to the flexibility and stability of the network they
should be standardized as ORTIZ recommends [42] [20]. They
should contain among other points contract terms, individual
services or resources of partners to be contributed, type of
cooperation, quality of work and intellectual property rights
[20] [36]. The detailed draft of network contracts confronts a
lot of cooperations with difficulties. For a role model a more
detailed presentation is given in the work of NOLLAU, SCHUH
and MILLARG [10] [36].
Network culture
The network culture or corporate identity is a system of joint
goals, values, moral concepts as well as a way of thinking and
acting which is accepted and learned by partner or employees
[64] [55] [59] [52] [33] [33]. Decisions are made on the basis
of a “we-consciousness” and a joint corporate- or networkimage [64] [33] [14]. An own network culture makes it easier
for the network and project managers to align the individual
interests of partners with the set goals of the network [10]. The
network culture cannot be set up ex ante and is developing
while cooperating [33]. When specified and updated on a
regular basis it supports the joint targeting of the
interorganizational research cooperation.
Figure 12 shows the linkage between formal roles and rules
of the interorganizational research cooperations. It shows the
participation of the formal role in rule-elements. For instance,
the partner manager works on network culture and contracts as
well as he participates in the §2 joint targeting element. He is
responsible for the integration of company cultures into the
network culture and works on the draft of the standardized
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Partner pool

Dynamic project networks

Organ constitution
§1 Management structure

§2 Joint targeting
Cooperation constitution
§3 General rules of conduct

§4 Rules of conduct for projects

Network culture

Network contracts

§1 Management structure



§2 Joint targeting

 

§3 General code of conduct



§4 Rules for dynamic projects

  

Network culture

 

Network contracts



In-/Outsourcing manager

Resource manager

Partner manager

Auditor

Figure 11: Structure of rules for partner pool and dynamic networks [10]
Project manager

Rules of conduct
Standards and criteria for admission process of new
members are specified as well as voluntary nature of the
network. Furthermore, regulations for avoidance of internal
competition and a confidentiality statement are defined in
writing. While the network contracts deal with regulations
concerning terms, quality, usage as well as distribution of
knowledge and rights and duties of partners, the code of
conduct treats social behavior and standards. The code of
conduct of the research cooperations is derived from the
guidelines for social interaction from the virtual company
[36], the “German corporate governance code” [71] and the
“Network governance codex” [72]. Points contained are
transparency of goals, knowledge and costs, social standards
as for example no swearing and let each other speak out,
avoiding conflict of interests and right of co-determination.

network contracts. With his knowledge and skills by designing
the network culture, he qualifies himself for the employee
alignment in §2.

Network manager

process is simplified by a joint network culture, which is
outlined below. Since the project results can be evaluated
differently depending on the point of perspective – from a
research network, from companies participating on the project
or non-participating companies – conflicts are expected and
individual interests need to be managed [69] [70].
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Figure 12: Linkage between formal roles and rules

D. Tools
The fourth field of the framework is tools. As tools all kinds
of resources used to operate the network are considered. The
resource
elaborations
by
MUELLER-STEWENS
who
differentiates between material and immaterial resources on a
first level are shown in Figure 13.
Resources

Material
resources
Financial
resources
• Equity capital
• Borrowed
capital
• …

Physical
resources
•
•
•
•
•
•

Raw materials
Employees
Machines
Buildings
Properties
…

Immaterial
resources
IT-based
resources
• Software
• Hardware
• …

Stock
resources
• Company
reputation
• Patents
• Data
• …

Human
resources
• Training of
employees
• …

Structural
resources
• Structure- and
processorganization
• Management
systems
• …

Cultural
resources
• Corporate
culture
• Motivation
• Cooperation
behavior
• …

Figure 13: Material and immaterial resources of companies [73]

In mind of research cooperation, the IT-based, physical,
financial resources are of special interest as well as the used
methods and procedures. DHILLON offers ,besides others, an
overview of tools and methods for technology management
which are used in cooperations as well [34].
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IT-based resources
The most important tool and heart of the network is a web
based cooperation platform to visualize partner profiles,
organize a joint schedule management, basis for working
asynchronous, as well as access distribution of network
knowledge and information [25]. It contains chats and
discussion board for exchange among network partners, for
surveys, coordination and requests. Hereby, it enables the
network to work with international partners on the same
project [25]. Together with a knowledge database it offers
comprehensive possibilities, but also demands new skills of
coordinators who are depending on the tools to fulfill their
roles.
Physical resources
Depending on the project, networks need different physical
resources to achieve their goals. Those can be man-power,
machines, raw materials, offices and buildings, test benches as
well as creative spaces [74] [75]. Creative spaces are used for
generation of ideas and research.
Financial resources
The interorganizational research cooperations are financed
internally, which means that they do not receive public funds.
Therefore, they are independent concerning their selection of
projects. The required financial resources for projects are
acquired by membership fees, knowledge sales or directly in
form of for example a consortium benchmarking study.
Financing can be either monetary or through in-kind donations
by members.
Methods
Additionally, research cooperations can fall back on a big
pool of methods as tools. Those can be for example early
recognition methods for technologies like a monitoring radar
or a roadmap as a planning tool [8]. Other examples are
scenario technique, trend analysis, benefit analysis or portfolio
approaches.
II.
SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
Changes in the competitive environment are pushing
companies
as
well
as
research
institutes
into
interorganizational cooperations. However, a big number of
these cooperations fail during their operation. This can be
reduced to the high complexity of international, diagonal
research cooperations. Subsequently to these two observations
the need of an organizational framework for cooperations is
high. Against this background, this paper builds a first
approach to get hold of the organizational complexity and
reduce it to a reasonable and functional size. Therefore,
elements of the four fields – processes, roles, tools and rules –
were identified, accumulated and connected.
Six formal roles could be identified who are working on
twelve defined processes. Those processes were described by
their tasks and subsequently clustered into management-,
regulation-, project-, partner-, and resource-processes. The
defined formal roles are the network-, project-, partner-,
resource-, in-/outsourcing-manager and auditor. Depending on
the exact process they work on these six formal roles take up
four informal, socio-technical roles, which are the strategist,
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the decider, the coordinator and the expert. These roles act
within the network constitution and use tools to achieve
defined goals. Figure 14 gives an overview over the identified
elements of the four fields.
Processes

Tools

Management
processes:
 Normative
management
 Strategy development
 Operative
management
Regulation process:
 Regulation process

Project processes:
 Project acquisition
 Project execution
 Project completion
Partner processes:
 Partner acquisition
 Partner development
 Conflict management
Resource processes:
 Resource acquisition
 Resource allocation

IT-based resources:
 Knowledge database
 Cooperation platform
Physical Resources:
 Employees
 Machines
 Offices
 Laboratories
 Test bench
 Creative spaces
 …

Financial resources:
 Direct financing
 Membership fees
 Retail sales
Methods:
 Monitoring-Radar
 Scenario-technique
 Trend analysis
 Roadmap
 Portfolio-approach
 …

Informal roles:
 Strategist
 Decider
 Coordinator
 Expert

Formal roles:
 Network manager
 Auditor
 Project manager
 Partner manager
 Resource manager
 In-/ Outsourcing
manager

Contract:
 Requirements profile
 Grounds for dismissal
 Contract term
 Rights of usage and
distribution
 Obligatory services
 Quality
 Liability
 Compensation
 …

Code of conduct
 Goal transparency
 Knowledge
transparency
 Cost transparency
 Reporting
 Social standards
 Honesty
 Right of codetermination
 …

Roles

Rules

Figure 14: Overview of the elements in the four fields of the governance
framework

In future research, the linkages between the elements should
be analyzed in more detail. This should be followed by an
analysis of the cause effect relationships between the elements
in the four fields. Furthermore, the identified elements should
be verified by empirical case studies. Also, further research
needs to design a combinational logic to select required
organizational elements regarding the specific research
network. Thereby, officials shall be supported to operate their
individual research cooperation.
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